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LIASA 2015 DOYEN of the YEAR
Willem du Toit was a unanimous nominant for the 2015-year award for
’Doyen of the Year’, seen here receiving the floating trophy from Dr
Theo Kleinhans. Commencing in 2004, the many distinguished recipients of this award have been a credit to the South African Lift Industry.

Willem’s Citation
For his contributions to the South African
Lift Industry in general, and more especially his expert services to LIASA









Consistently & unselfishly giving technical advice to peer colleagues
Regularly contributing technical articles to LIASA’S Educom Journal
His commitment to the individual development of aspirant Lift Inspectors,
particularly preparing and giving lift
regulations and standards lectures at
the Tshwane University of Technology
Serving for many years on the LIASA
EXCOM, the ECSA LIRC and the DoL
Select Advisory Committees where he
has endeared himself as a veritable
technical Guru in lift technology
His creativity in problem-solving initiatives especially in litigation.

INDEX

With the trophy came a certificate of merit and the citation under which
the award was made. It caps two decades of Willem’s meritorious service
to the Lift Industry, serving on every conceivable works committee
where his knowledge and experience has made him a veritable Lift Guru.
It is no secret that Willem is the back-stop for most of his peer colleagues, where a telephonic inquiry is usually answered verbatim from
the standards or regulations.
Regrettably there was no nomination for ‘Up-and-Coming’ young RLI,
more recently registered and still to make his mark, but already raising
his hand as an indication of his future prowess in our Industry.
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LATEST NEWS FROM SABS TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ISO TC 178 Working Group 4/6 Meeting
in Tel Aviv

our National TC 1082, the working groups of ISO TC 178 request the TC’s approval for projects and draft documents.
Each working group is responsible for all standards / projects
within its subfield, including new projects and technical content
of documents.
The working groups consist of members as countries, instead of
individual technical experts, hence it is far more formal than
other working groups. Member states apply for membership
either as a P or O member. As South Africa is a P member all
documents of a working group are distributed to SABS.
Member representatives Bruno Isler and Peter Murray attend
ISO TC178 meetings on a rotation basis as approved by SABS
TC1082 committee members. Overseas reports are submitted to
SABS which is then distributed to SABS TC 1082 members.

Peter Murray & Mr Lou Bialy (to Peter’s left in the photo)

SABS TC 1082 representative Peter Murray attended the ISO
WG 4, WG 6 and CEN Co-operation meeting in Tel Aviv in
October 2015, where …
 WG 4 deals with Safety requirements and Risk Assessment of elevators
 WG 6 deals with Lift Installations which includes Lift
Dimensions, Fire testing of doors, Accessibility, Evacuation and Planning and selection.
The meetings were attended by representatives from RSA,
Canada, Austria, Australia, USA, Finland, France, China, Israel, UK, Netherlands, Germany and Korea. SABS representatives have been attending ISO meetings since 2007, the
meeting in Yokohama was attended by Bruno Isler and Mrs
Lijuan Wang from SABS.

Due to our excellent relationships within ISO TC 178 Mr Lou
Bialy has offered to present a seminar at SABS on the 29 February 2016. Invitations will shortly be sent out by SABS to attend
this once in a life time seminar.
Mr Bialy is a respected Elevator consultant in the USA who
regularly writes columns for Elevator World. The seminar will
include topics of great interest to persons involved with Elevator standards. Of interest is that Mr Bialy is an ex South African
who attended Athlone Boys High School in Johannesburg.
Mr Bialy worked for many years at Otis in the USA and represents his adoptive country internationally as ASME head delegate.

Louis Bialy Biographical Details

The main purpose of attending WG meetings is to keep
SABS informed of decisions which are being made internationally with regard to new or revised standards. Through
proactive participation, and contributing to ISO TC 178, we
are able to keep SABS TC 1082 informed of developments
internationally.

Lou has 47 years of engineering experience including 34 years in
the elevator industry. He is an active member of ISO/TC178.
He is a member of the ASME Board on Safety Codes and Standards. He serves on ASME A17 Standards Committee and
chairs several working committees. He has a M.Sc (Eng)(Wits)
and an M.Eng (McMaster, Canada). He was 1991’s ASME Distinguished Engineer of the Year and the 2008 ASME Safety Codes
and Standards Medalist. Following a 33-year career with Otis
Elevator Company, he became President of Louis Bialy & Associates LLC.

Unlike the working groups of other ISO TC’s and those of

(Biographical details copied from Elevator World)

UBUNTU
In der afrikanischen Zulu Sprache steht ‘Unbuntu’ für Geselligkeit und den Glauben an ein universelles Band des Teilens, das die
Menschen verbindet. Leben Sie diesen besonderen Gemeinschaftssinn mit dem fruchtigen Ubuntu Pinotage. Laden Sie Freunde
ein und entdecken Sie zusammen seine ausgewogene Aromanvielfalt mit Nuancen von Erdbeere, Kirsche und Weinerlebnis perfekt. Geniessen Sie Ubuntu Pinotage allein oder kombinieren Sie den eleganten Rotwein zu rotem Fleisch und schmecken Sie, was
es bedeutet, Gutes mitein ander zu teilen … deine Ubuntu Freunde - Prost!
(in Zulu - Shisa Nyama Nkosi!)
Ubuntu is an ancient African word meaning ‘humanity to others’, but it also means ‘I am what I am because of who we all are’. This Ubuntu psychology therefore brings the spirit of Ubuntu … sharing good health with others, like a bottle of good red west-coast
wine. Inviting a friend to a braai is what the Zulu culture readily consists of, not just exclusive for Afrikaners. When last did you
invite a peer colleague for more than a cup of coffee. Its surprising how soon two or three peers can relax over a lunch with wine
or a beer. Wintertime in Switzerland has always been magic for me, especially in the ski villages with a gluwein kiosk on nearly every
corner. Here an absolute stranger will buy you a glass of the local best purely because he feels life is good … UBUNTU … Laat

hom val waar hy wil!
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LIASA FEBRUARY GENERAL MEETING
We kicked off with the year’s business on Tuesday 9th February with executive chairman Ronnie Branders presiding. 32
Members attended the meeting, implying a vast majority quorum. Extensive discussions were held, with the following important issues raised …

well within the specific requirements of the Lift Industry. Bonnie advised that only 14 AIA’s were now fully accredited out
of the recent 172 ECSA registered RLI’s.


ing with the growing AIA accreditation process as practical data, experience and operations were not entirely identical. The differences will have to be aligned ASAP into
one national standard. Will keep you informed …

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
ECSA LIRC Committee: Current LIRC chairman Sanjeev
Singh reported …
 LIRC Membership: Chairman may in future only preside for a 4-year period, but committee members for two
terms up to 8 years. Sanjeev had to explain to ECSA that
representatives are nominated for their position within a
company and their expertise. Nominations are not willynilly appointed … they represent the Industry!




‘Candidate’ Registration: The above immediately leads
on to the ability to be registered as a ‘candidate’ lift inspector, where specific developmental experience can be
focused to ensure qualification in the shortest time, inclusive of tertiary College education to a higher level. This
’candidature’ will automatically fast-track development for
speedier registration because personal details and evaluation will already be onboard at ECSA.

SABS Lift Technical Committee: Bruno Isler and Peter
Murray enlightened the Meeting, especially on …
 October 2015 TC Meeting: Peter already forwarded the
detail for implementation in this issue of Educom, which
is self-explanatory. See report elsewhere (Page 2)


SABS Standards: Bruno discussed especially the annex
A’s and B’s that were receiving their attention. There
would be ongoing feed-back in this regards.



Wind Turbines: In view of the mushrooming of these
installations all around the country, a South African standard has now been brought forward as a matter of urgency, blueprinting overseas proven standards. This required the recent formulation of a TC committee at ISO
international level.

SANAS: Sanjeev at the SANAS coalface, reported …
Industry Committee: With over a year’s experience, the
SANAS ‘Lift Industry Committee’ is now in full swing. Peer
evaluators have been appointed, which seem to be operating

Scope of Accreditation & Work: Sanjeev likewise advised the need to inspect only within the applicant RLI’s
experience and accreditation scope. The AIA accreditation was definitely NOT a blanket accreditation of inspection. AIA’s still have to operate within their ECSAregistered scope of practice and scope of conduct. Remember that AIA’s have to remain subservient to the
ECSA registration requirements



Checklists: Sanjeev explained that ‘checklists’ submitted
for evaluation are exceedingly being found to vary quite
significantly between certain aspirant AIA’s. This immediately points to the need for a fully compliant generic
check-list that meets all the regulatory, standards (and
SANAS) needs. A LIASA sub-committee was immediately established under Satha Govender to drive this requirement for submission by the next general meeting.

Registration Deferments: Sanjeev highlighted previous
‘deferments’ because these candidates did not have the
desired technical experience and tertiary qualifications.
Focus will now swing to assist such candidates to gain the
necessary education and experience





RLI Registration: The flailing number of RLI’s should
be bolstered by a united drive to register more up and
coming technicians as Lift Inspectors. This should especially come from the multi-national lift companies who
have the numbers and quality of technicians to nominate

Anomalies: Sanjeev advised of growing anomalies aris-

LIASA ADMINISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Bonnie Peden informed the Meeting of the latest administrative developments and requirements…
 Membership Fees: Fees had been increased to a round
figure of R770 per member for 2016


Target for 2016 Invoices:



Cut-off Dates for Payment - Date for List Submission to ECSA: The cut-off date is necessary as Bonnie

The invoices will be dispatched within the next week or so

has to advise ECSA of those members who have paid
their LIASA 2016 subs. This entitles them to an ECSA
subs discount of approximately R900 p.a. The ECSA advice date is 31st March.

60-DAY CORRECTIVE ACTION
Peter Murray gave the Meeting a protruded list of items that
quite regularly get logged on the AIA Annex ‘B’ reports, requiring 60-day rectification. Many of these were felt to be
‘recommendation’ level items rather than ‘60-day’ items. An
extensive discussion ensued on the pros and cons of items.
A counter-claim by the AIA’s was that the service providers
appear to ignore these requirements anyway. Willem du Toit
gave a specific example where he now lists the defaulting service providers and forwards it to DoL, even of installations
running without a valid Annex B. Finality could not be
achieved as to WHO now switches these lifts off until

compliant … !!!

(Continued on Page 4)
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LIASA FEBRUARY GENERAL MEETING
(continued from Page 3)

Requested for an opinion, Willem du Toit opined that whereas
the AIA should be crystally clear of what is a non-compliance and
what not, that the human factor still tends to enter the equation. If not sure, rather make it a recommendation and keep
the 60-day items for what is really serious.
He further explained that even if a ‘recommendation’ item and the
AIA feels that in the interest of safety that it should be a 60-day
item, log it on the strength of a risk-assessment - for example
such as car-top safety hand-rails.

TRAINING FOR LIFT INSPECTORS
This requirement elicited extensive discussions on the continual need for developmental training. Specific examples mooted
were …
 Latest Safety-gear equipment of the multi-nationals
 Latest Drives & Controls requiring a diagnostic to

test the safeties, buffers and limits (for example)

DoL ATTENDANCE
Both LIASA Chairman Ronnie Branders and ECSA LIRC Chairman Sanjeev Singh voiced their disappointment at DoL not being
present at our meetings. Considering LIRC and LIASA RLI’s
being the backbone of the Lift-inspection Industry, we have to
source our own funding, training and work-seeking with little or
no support from DoL. Chairman Ronnie requested Bonnie to
write an urgent memo to Mr Hlaks Monyaki, requesting the date
and venue of the next DoL Select Advisory Committee Meeting.

RLI SUCCESSION MANAGEMENT
Chairman Ronnie Branders voiced his concern over the everdiminishing RLI’s registered with ECSA. The fact that as portrayed in the February Educom, that 37% of RLI’s are either at
retirement age or in fact past their use-by-date should be ringing
the alarm-bells for the industry! This is exacerbated by the fact
that 35% are reaching retirement age (55 and over). Quo vadis?

The latest especially high-speed lifts are prone to blowing
prints if these tests are not done sequentially according to a
prescribed instruction manual, to which the AIA’s are not
privy.
An outcome of this discussion was the need for adequate insurance cover, both professional endemnity and public liability. This
would not only cover the AIA in case of damaging the service
provider’s equipment, but also injuring someone during such
an inspection.
There was little doubt that such training should be actioned.
Chairman Branders undertook to approach especially the multi
-nationals with the view to procuring product-specific training.
Mickey Martin was at the same time requested to present a
system of developmental courses for our members to attend at
his academy, all in line with the Professional Development
requirements.

CONCERNS OF NON-TESTING
Sanjeev opined that we would be shocked at the real number of
Annex B’s completed and signed, but where the ‘safeties and overspeed governor’ had NOT been tested. He would therefore be
very receptive to be invited to a multi-national’s training centre
to be shown the correct inspection and test method according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. He applied this equally to
the buffer and limit tests.
Peter Murray took this OHSAct test requirement even further
by postulating that he would prefer their modern hi-tech highspeed governors and safety-gear NOT to be tested by an uninitiated inspector, for Melco will hold them liable for any electronic and/or mechanical damage.
This maxim in turn highlighted the need for assistance from
the service provider’s technicians. An extensive discussion focused on the pros and cons of such request as also the cost and
viability of such assistance. No doubt the act of good will

FROM MY INSPECTION PORTFOLIO
Submitting photos such as for poor service and
dangerous situations to Sanjeev for publishing on
our LIASA website, has elicited the further need
for a parallel portfolio of newsworthy photos and
mini-articles, taken on our sojourns into the country, that could be informative for our readers.
Names and places of these scenarios can be left
out to obviate any possible embarrassment, as the
story and lesson is to be gleaned from the content
of the photo and accompanying short explanation.
Please forward your contributions to Bonnie or
Theo for illustration in future issues of Educom.

entered the equation!
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FROM MY INSPECTION PORTFOLIO

An earlier photo from Ronnie Branders depicting quality
of service, or rather, the lack of service. The question
raised is how long the pigeons took to build the nest; lay
their eggs; and breed them out? Surely the ‘serviceman’
must have seen this and taken corrective action … or are
they also green-peace orientated.
Thanks to Ronnie Branders for this photo from his portfolio. Reminds me of my recent inspection at
Phalaborwa mining - we had a problem with a 600mm
long monitor lizard in the flooded pit. Unfortunately my
camera was in the car, which I could not reach because
of elephants in the plant. So animals do impact on our
inspection procedures from time to time!
In die outydse Huisgenoot het TO Honiball gereeld ‘n
bobbejaan geteken wat ‘n klavier kon speel … ‘Adoonshulle’ was dan ook ‘n gereelde spotprent in dié Huisgenoot. Word hierdie bobbejaantjie bo nou geleer om die
hyser te bestuur? (met apollogie aan die Green-peace
genre) ...
Redakteur

In similar vein, we inspected more than one installation
last week where the ‘regulatory monthly service’ had last
been signed in 2015 … What happened to January and
February 2016? Equally questionable … is the fact that
the 6-monthly rope inspection and annual safety tests
had last been logged in 2013 on these lifts. Worst of all …
they are multi-nationals who we in the past believed set
the standard for service in South Africa? … Certainly
NOT ANY MORE …!
Discussion around the coffee table at the recent LIASA general meeting seemed to opine the fact that the lift companies
have become number crunchers; profit driven by their overseas principals, where customer service excellence has now
become a mystic whim of the past.

These two recent photos tell a story … The dung beetle possibly reminds us of peer colleagues who tend to shoot
from the hip instead of getting on with the job at hand. The ‘green-generating’ wind turbines on the other hand
stand out in stark contrast to a maize-field that has been blessed with sufficient rain to produce a healthy crop …
both subjects worth while to stop and photograph, with a few minutes respite from our tedious inspection duties.
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LATEST MARKET DEVELOPMENT - INTRUSS
ESCALATOR MODERNISATION PRODUCT
A most positive working breakfast was held with Schindler EI
Field Operations Director Alex Gomes this week. The focus
of the discussions centered on the way forward, specifically
with regards to ‘Customer Service Excellence’ as we are of the
opinion that this is steadily deteriorating, with customers paying more for less returns.
We were pleasantly surprised with Alex’s positive approach,
his methodology around internal self-audits and a new focus
on non-compliance within their service provider contracts.
Our agenda included discussion on escalators - service and
spares, where imported spares such as steps, handrails and
step-chains had now rocketed beyond inflation. Alex replied,
laying an ace of spades on the table … the ace was their

new ‘InTruss’ escalator modernisation kit.

To illustrate the simplicity of installation, this truss is shown
stripped down to the bare truss steelwork.

Summary of Concept Selection
–
–
–
–

Modular approach
Flexibility
Short Lead Times
section
Short Installation – Standard–centerSupports
–
tracks
–
Balustrade mounting
Times
– Variety of standard
track block options for
different truss
dimensions
– Standard Schindler
Spare Parts

–

–
–

External Drive, Standard Turnaround
–
Standard height, K or M step run
–
Reduced height, K or M step run
Unit pinned for assembly/disassembly

–
Compact Drive
in Turnaround Station
–
Option 5,5 KW
–
Option 9,2KW

Standard track block
–
Option K step run
–
Option M step run
–
Option J step run

–

Reduced height track block
–
Option K and J step run

© Schindler ¦ Escalator Division ¦ Sales Existing Installation ¦ InTruss MOD ¦ Page 3

This package allows …
 For the stripping of a dated original escalator truss







down to bare steel, cleaning it thoroughly
Removing existing x-members of the old design
Installing and welding in new x-members to the latest design
Inspecting and aligning the truss spot-on with a
laser and special alignment jigs
Painting the whole truss as-new
Installing the new components
Commission and test

This new turn-key approach obviates all the structural and
cost expenditure to remove the escalators and replace with
new, inclusive of the wet trades required to accomplish this.
Material delivery is stated as 12 to 16 weeks, and is packed in
smaller handle-friendly boxes numbered in sequence with the
installation. Detailed shipping lists insures this modular approach as seen below … a priority.

Inside a matter of weeks rather than months, the structural
components are installed, ready for the final aesthetics, commissioning and testing.

The completed product 3-weeks later, parallel in technological
properties to the latest Schindler 9300 AE,
Schindler’s premier commercial escalator product

SCHINDLER INTRUSS - INNOVATIVE
SOLUTION for ESCALATOR UPGRADES
Minimises Building Disruption: Retention of the existing
truss allows the building to continue with normal operations
during stripping and installation - No wet trades required.
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INTRUSS ESCALATOR MODERNISATION PRODUCT
Reduces Tenant Inconvenience: Shortened lead and completion times returns escalator to normal service faster and no
destruction of approach to escalators required to remove
them and bring in new fully (or partially) assembled escalators.
Enhances Your Escalator Installation Performance: New
components of the latest technology improve passenger comfort and safety as well as equipment reliability.
Improves the Aesthetics of your Building: Contemporary
design and new stylish materials create a bold, fresh new look.
Increases Energy Efficiency: Technology upgrades include
the latest designs which significantly lower energy consumption.

TRAVEL & DESIGN NOT A PROBLEM

This 1979 escalator with
1000mm wide steps @ 30º
and 13,77m rise was accomplished in record time
without any problems.

The aged design below can be upgraded to a new design of
the customer’s choice when considering an escalator upgrade.

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
Whereas this new modular escalator modernisation product is
generic-focussed. It still requires an appraisal to determine if
the existing truss is user-friendly for the proposed
modernisation. This requires the unit to be measured and a
comprensive data-sheet filled in for submission to the designteam. They will then come back with a yea-or-nay reply and
probably a suggested finishes parameters and quotation. The
custoimer then has the decision to either opt for the
modernisation or total new.
With recent proposed escalator replacements, they were
situated so deep inside the building, that would require quite
major removal of walls and windows to extricate them safely.
Cutting up the existing escalators to remove piece-meal was not
the problem - Rigging totally new (even partially-assembled)
escalators is the problem ... Thus putting this project on ice
for the moment! The innovative new Schindler InTruss
product now available, automatically brings this project back to
life.

Obviously with the introduction of this product of which dozens of installations have already been completed around the
world, will require circumspect investigation for feasibility and
cost. Its success will therefore be tested in practice in South
Africa, as we are aware of dozens (if not hundreds) of escalators that have reached their use-by expiry date.

For Further details please approach the Sales Marketing
department of Schindler

Long Walk to Freedom
Seen below are two escalators completed recently for the JC
Mandarin Hotel en Shanghai - Each completed within 3
weeks.

“There is no easy walk to freedom anywhere, and many of
us will have to pass through the valley of the shadow of
death again and again before we reach the mountaintop
of our desire to achieve”
Nelson Mandela

Determination
“The determination to succeed burns within each one of
us. Whether or not it will heat the room or even the whole
house depends on how much time we spend feeding the
fire. Hanging in there is what counts.”
Michelle C Ustaszeki
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FROM WILLEM DU TOIT’S DESK - ‘Inspection Requirements’
What are the Requirements?
We quite often get queries from lift service providers about
lift inspectors calling for items which the service providers
feel are not justifiable ...
As AIA lift inspection bodies, we should always be in a position to substantiate listed items either by a Law, a Regulation or
a standard within our schedule of SANAS accreditation and
DOL registration. The following are some issues to consider
when we raise items following our inspection ...

Fire Extinguishers;

 Under which clause of which standard do we call for it,
 What type do we want,
 Where do we want it – inside or outside of the room,
 Can it stand around or must it be mounted on a wall,
 What size do we want,
Do we know the regulated requirements for fire extinguishers
or do we call for a fire extinguisher, because other RLI’s call
for it?

Earth Leakage Relays;




Under which clause of which regulation do we call for it,
Can we call for this or does the DB fall under the COC
which is not in our scope of work,
Do we know that earth leakage units only became mandatory
after March 1974 and the regulation was not retrospective?
Annex ‘A’ Certificates;
We call for this on all lifts installed after 1 May 1994, but
we cannot call for it if the lift was sold or registered
before this date,
 A good guideline is the Official number - if it is the old
number, starting with an alphabetical like JE 1234 for
Johannesburg, it is best not to call for an Annex ‘A’ Certificate. If the number starts with a numeral like 01/
L1234 for Johannesburg, then it is safe to call for the
Annex ‘A’ certificate,
We must also be very careful for calling of the records for at
least ten years ...





Records for Ten Years;
Sub-regulation 8.(2) clearly states that all records contemplated in sub-regulation (1) shall be kept for a period of
at least ten years,
Sub-regulation 8.(1) requires that the user shall keep a
record of:
- His name, address and telephone number,
- The lift service provider’s details,
- The reports of every examination and test,
- A copy of the latest comprehensive report,
- A copy of the rope certificate and condition,
- The technical dossier after installation,

-

The commissioning acceptance document
(Annex A),
Comprehensive reports after incidents.
If we apply sub-regulation 8.(2) correctly, we cannot call for
any records older than ten years.

Emergency Light and Alarm;
On older lifts under regulation C.135 (of the 1942 Factories
Works Act), Emergency lights and alarms became mandatory
from 1 January 1978,
 When the lights and alarm of the lift car are fed from a
standby generator in the building, then there is no need
for an extra emergency light and alarm in the lift car,

Building Regulations- SANS 10400;
Regulation LE4.(1)(b) states that the lift must comply with
the national building regulations, If applicable. In our case
the following are applicable:
 SANS 10400-S for facilities for people with disabilities
and
 SANS 10400-T for fire protection.
We should be careful when we want to raise items on flooring and balustrades outside of the lift car or escalators,
unless we can quote the regulated requirements.

Environmental Regulations for Workplaces;
Lately we call for machinery room and escalator lighting
from the environmental regulations. If we do this we must
use the regulation in full and not selective. From this regulation we know:
 Machinery room lighting must be 300 Lux.
 Car interiors must be 100 Lux,
 Escalators and stairs must be 100 Lux at floor level,
 Corridors in shops and offices must be 100 lux.
But what about the head rooms of MRL’s (machine roomless lifts) and the pits of all lifts? Are these areas not
“inspection areas (engineering)”? Should we not call for
200 Lux in these areas?

Good Housekeeping
Then there is environmental regulation 6.(1) “Housekeeping”.
This is a regulation that we should use more often with machinery rooms where housekeeping is clearly not a priority.

SUCCESS IN LIFE …
“Success is not measured by where you are in life,
but by the obstacles that you have overcome to
reach where you are today …
A much wiser and more circumspect person who
considers the needs of others above your own.”
Booker T Washington
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PHOTOS FROM MY INSPECTION PORTFOLIO …

2m Yellow Cobra in Polokwane

Last week David and I on completing our annexure inspections
in Polokwane, booked in at a game lodge just outside town
where we could relax, have a swim (it was 38ºat 17:30), a braai
and the ultra-cold thirst-quenchers that came with the package.
It had been a long day as we had left Alberton before 4am.
Owner Philip Fick on unlocking the door, reversed as fast as
what he had entered. Only after collecting his wits did he venture back in … there on a bunk, was the skin of a 2 meter

January’s inspection trip to Phalaborwa culminated in a
quiet evening around a bushveld fire at the B&B in the
middle of town. Needless to say that the beer met the ‘chill
-factor’ displayed on its label.

long Cobra which on reflection looked like the real McCoy.
Take our word for it that we searched the unit thoroughly to
ensure that there would be no surprises. The reptile had obviously shed its skin and left the same way as it had entered, by the
low-level windows fitted to the chalet.

Who says that carrying out lift inspections does not
raise the adrenaline every now and again?

TUT RLI COURSES 2016
Tentative course dates for this year are …



11 to 15th July, with the exam on 30th July
7 to 11 November with the exam on 26th November.

Please Note: It has taken some serious marketing in the past to get
the minimum stipulated group of 15, otherwise the course would have
been cancelled for that week. Application forms are now available for
the July course from Antoinette or Mariska Swartz, who will distribute
them on request to all relevant persons ... or obtain them from Bonnie.
Apply now or loose out for 2016 ...

Contact E-mails:
marneweckA@tut.ac.za

swartzM@tut.ac.za

PLEASE MOTIVATE YOUR COLLEAGUES
TO APPLY!

The B&B at PE was only a road away from the beachfront

LIASA & LIRC COMMITTEE MEETINGS 2016
LIASA General
LIASA General
LIASA General
LIASA General
LIASA AGM -

- Tuesday 9th February @ 09:00
- Tuesday 12th April @ 09:00
- Tuesday 7th June @ 09:00
- Wednesday 10th August @ 09:00
Tuesday 11th October @ 09:00

All LIASA’s meetings will be held at the Jeppe Quondam
Conference Centre. The ECSA LIRC meetings will generally
be held the previous day at ECSA, of which due notice will
be given. In view of the diminishing Lift Inspector applications, specific dates have not been preset for LIRC for 2016.
The writing is therefore on the wall to promote registration
as Lift Inspectors amongst our lift fraternity colleagues.
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SANAS ANNUAL AIA FEES
Although expecting a stiff bill for the
2016 year, we were still caught somewhat
off-guard by the R22 000+ subscription
invoice received this week … February is
also traditionally our VAT-week - Now
requiring some extra-chesty coughs before we can pay up this month!

OPPORTUNITIES
“ Often the most extraordinary opportunities are
hidden among the seemingly insignificant
events of life. If we do not pay attention to these
events, we can easily miss the opportunities.”
Jim Rohn PhD

We are on the Web - go to …

www.iliasa.org.za

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh
for the members’ benefit
LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition
as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA - Article 21 Association), formal Articles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership structure. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve
le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as
Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.
The LIASA membership has regrettably reduced to 145 paid-up members, possibly due to the curtailing forces of the SANAS accreditation.
LIASA CONTACT DETAILS
Bonnie Peden - National Executive Secretary
Office: (011) 907-0133 - Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450

DETERMINATION
“Within each one of us is a hidden store of determination of true grit … Determination to keep us in the
race even when all seems lost.”
Roger Dawson

LIASA WEBSITE
NEW ‘POOR SERVICE’ &
‘DANGEROUS SITUATION’ WEB
Immediate past LIASA chairman Sanjeev Singh originally
set up and now maintains our LIASA website as a free service to our members.
We have for several years been discussing at the general
LIASA meetings, the need for a system to record through
examples of on-site photos where situations indicate an absolute lack of service, possibly to the point of being dangerous. Articles by Ronnie Branders and Willem du Toit in the
December issue high-lighted this claimed poor service.

You are hereby requested to assist us by building up
such a LIASA web library by sending your photos direct to Sanjeev at ... Sanjeev@kznelevators.co.za.
All submissions will be treated in the strictest of confidence.
We anticipate a short technical description with each photo
to highlight the suggested regulatory, standards or safety
non-compliance. Please treat this as serious, for we need
your inputs.
New LIASA membership cards were issued to all present at the September
2014 Conference, who had paid their subs. The balance will be posted as
soon as the GPO service resume to normal, inclusive of the relevant CPD
advice forms. Remember that proof has to be retained in case you are called
on to present them to ECSA. Membership of LIASA ensures an ECSA
subscription rebate more than equal to the LIASA subscription, being a
motivator to engender or retain LIASA membership. □
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to …
The Editor - Bonnie Peden
Office: (011) 907-0133
Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450
Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dissémination to all our colleagues around the RSA.

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD,
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, averaged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that …

« Ignorance of FACT is NO excuse
for any stated non-compliance »
« Liberty means responsibility That is why most men dread it »
George Bernard Shaw
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